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Editorial 

There is an employment crlS1S in astronomy. Job opportunities are 
not increasing in number, and cannot be expected to increase substantially 
in the near future. On the other hand, the number of people entering the 
fi e ld can be decreased. What of people already graduated and unemployed 
or underemployed? If a completely satisfactory solution to their problem 
cannot be found, at least their feelings of frustration and disappointment 
might be less acute if greater sensitivity were shown for their of ten 
desperate plight. 

Several years ago, I heard a senior astronomer/administrator expres s 
the view that having a surplus of astronomers is good for astronomy. The 
argument was that with so many people to choose from, an employer seeking 
to fill a staff vacancy does not feel obliged to accept the first candidate 
who app ears, and he has a better chance of selecting a really first-class 
individual. The argument does have some validity, but such an attitude 
damns the many who are not so brilliant nor so lucky, to years of frustration 
and disappointment as they see their time and skills wasted. What i s good 
for astronomy is not necessarily good for astronomers. 

The Canadian Association of Uni versity Teachers has been promoting a 
set of fair and equitable procedures to be followed in filling univer-sity 
staff vacancies, and one assumes that similar procedures are supposed to 
be followed in government departments. Among other things, it is expected 
that all vacancies will be widely publicized across Canada, and that all 
qualified candidates will be able to compete on equal terms. In practise, 
these procedures too often are not followed . We all know of cases where 
a candidate has been selected before the position has been properly 
advertised. For those individuals seeking a position who are not in on 
these little charades, time will be spent in writing letters, asking others 
to write letters, assembling documents, etc., in what is clearly a futile 
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attempt to obtain the posltlon. Advertising in such cases is intended to 
cover someone's tracks, is dishonest, and demonstrates a crass insensitivity 
to what is a human problem. 

There is an employment crlS1S in astronomy and, in particular , in 
astronomy in Canada. Canadian universities continue to graduate far mor e 
astronomers than can be absorbed. In addition, the relatively open-door 
immigration policy of Canada adds substantially to the competition for the 
few positions available in Canadian institutions. It is virtually impossible 
for a non-American to obtain a position in the U.S.A. On the other hand, 
if one looks at the appointments in astronomy made during the past few 
years in Canadian institutions (Quebec excepted), one is led to conclude 
that American citizenship is an almost necessary qualification! I see 
nothing wrong with making possession of Canadian citizenship a criterion 
for hiring in this country, especially under present circumstances. When 
the "no qualified Canadian was available" defence is proferred for these 
appointments, i t is tantamount to an admission that Canadian universities 
are not doing an adequate job of training astronomers. Is there any 
chairman of a department of astronomy in this country who will admit to 
graduating people who are not equipped with the variety of skills requir ed 
to tackle modern problems in astronomy? 

Those in positions to hire astronomers, and those who accept and 
reject candidates for graduate schools, have a responsibility and a 
moral obligation to treat honestly and fairly those with whom they come 
in contact in such matters. 

Doug Rube 

Deadline for ma t eria l fo r t he Winter Solstice Issue is December 20. The 
issue wil l be mailed a s soon as possible a ft er Chr i s tma s, t o avoid the rush. 



I NOTICES I 
J. F. Heard Memorial Fund of the R.A .S. C. 

No reader of Cassiopeia needs to be reminded of the many contributions 
to Canadian astronomy made by our late fri end and colleague J. F. Heard. A 
large number of these contributions were made through the Royal Astronomical 
Society of Canada, the only astronomical society in the count ry during most 
of his l ifetime. Not only did he serve as National President and National 
Treasurer, but he was active in many ways behind the scenes and still serving 
on committees of the Society at the time of his death last year . The 
Council of the R.A.S.C . feels that Jack Heard's services to the Society were 
of such an exceptiona l nature as to merit some permanent memorial, a nd has 
given a grea t deal of consideration as to the best form such a memorial 
could take. After consultation with the Heard family and the David Dunlap 
Observatory, it has been decided to collect a number of the editorials 
written by Jack Heard for the David Dunlap Doings. Many of these are anec
dotes about famous as tronomers known to Jack, and they deserve both a wider 
a udience and a more permanent home than they have so far received. They will 
be reprinted in instalments in the R.A.S.C. Journal, and finally collected 
together in one bound reprint. Don Fe rnie and John Percy a re presently 
selecting the editorials to be thus preserved. The R.A.S.C. believes that 
many of i ts members, and others, would like to contribute to the cost of 
this enterprise and has set up a memorial fund which will remain open for 
donations for one year. We believe that many members of CASCA will wish to 
contribute to this even if they are not members of the R.A.S .C. Cheques, 
marked "J. F. Heard Memorial Fund", may be made payable to the Royal Astro
nomical Society of Canada and sen t to the Treasurer at the Society's office : 
124 Merton Street, Toronto, Ontario , M4S 2Z2. Donations are deductible for 
income-tax purposes, and all donations received will be acknowledged with an 
official receipt. 

A. H. Batten, 
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President, Royal Astronomical Society of Canada. 

New Face s at D.R.A.O. 

The observatory at Penticton ha s recently welcomed two . 

newcomers. 

Dr. Alan Pedlar, who is on sabbatical leave from the University 

of Manchester, will be studying recombination lines with the 25.6 m 

antenna. 
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Dr. Daniel E. Harris, who has worked at radio observatories 

in Holland, Italy, Argentina and the U.S.A., has joined the staff 

as a research associate and will be studying the radio propertie s 

of x-ray sources. 

We expect Dr. Hilary V. Cane from Australia will be visiting 

for several months beginning this autumn to complete a calibration 

of the southern and northern sky at low frequencies. 

Notice of Va . cancy 

A position at the Assistant Professor level (or Associate 
Professor if the candidate is so qualified) is available at the David 
Dunlap Observatory and Department of Astronomy, University of Toronto. 
The opening is temporary. It formally termina tes on June 30, 1979 but 
it may be extended until August 31, 1979. Before that date a tenure 
stream position is expected to develop \vhich will be open to general 
competition. 

Applicants should have postdoctoral experience and noteworthy 
publications in optical observational astronomy. Appropri~te fie lds of 
specialization are galactic structure, clusters, external galaxies. For 
information on the research interests at the Dunlap Observatory see the 
Bulletin of the American Astronomical Society, ~, 392, 1977. 

Duties will include the incumbent's own research and the 
supervision of programs of graduate students, and participation in 
carrying out the Department' s other academic responsibilities on the 
St. George campus of the university. 

The salary is in acco rdance with current salary scales for the 
rank. 

The position can be fill ed immediately . Applications should be 
in hand not l ate r than October 15, 1977. Preliminary contact with the 
unders igned can b e es tablishe d by telephone (416) 884-9562. For mail 
communicat ions the address is Box 360, Richmond Hill, ilil tario, Canada 
L4C 4Y6. 

Donald A. HacRae, 

Dl rector, 

David Dunlap Observatory. 



APPOINTMENT OF SIDNEY VAN DEN BERGH 

The Herzberg Institute of the National Research Council has announced 
the appointment of Dr. Sidney van den Bergh to the position of Director 
of the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory in Victoria, British Columbia. 
An astronomer of world renown, Dr. van den Bergh is a Professor of 
Astronomy at the University of Toronto. Among his many international 
commitments, he is presently a Vlc~President of the International Astro
nomical Union. 

Dr. van den Bergh, a native of Wassenaar, Holland, received his B.A. 
from Princeton University and his M.Sc. in Physics from Ohio State 
University. He returned to Europe to study at the University of Gottingen 
where he received the degree Doctor of Natural Sciences in 1956. He then 
ret~rned to Ohio State University as an Assistant Professor of Physics 
and Astronomy, relocating two years later to the University of Toronto. 
He has been associated with the University of Toronto for nineteen years. 

Much of Dr. van den Bergh's research has been concerned with the 
structure and evolution of galaxies, but he has also made major contributions 
to many other branches of observational astronomy. His work has involved 
him in the use of the 5 metre (200 inch) telescope at Mt. Palomar, 
California and the 3 metre t elescope at Lick Observatory, Mt. Hamilton, 
California, as well as the 4 metre tel escope at Kitt Peak National Observatory . 

Dr. van den Bergh will formally assume his duties as Director of the 
Dominion Astrophysical Observatory at the beginning of next year. 

OBSERVING TIME AT THE DOMINION ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 

It has always been the policy of the Dominion Astrophysical 
Observatory to make available observing time on the tele~c~pes 
in Victoria to qualified Canadian astronomers and to a 1111l1ted 
number of non-Canadian scientists . At the present time, 30 to 40% 
of the available observing time at the DAO is being used by non
staff members. It is the purpose of this note to emphasize the 
fact that the DAO, as Canada's National Observatory, welcomes 
applications for observing time from all segments of the Canadian 
astronomical community. 

Our current practice is to make up the observing schedule 
for three month periods, beginning on I January, I April, 1 July , 
and I October. Approximately one month before a new schedule 
is due to be made up, the time request forms are sent out to all 
those known to be interested in applying for time. A committee, 
which now includes a university representative, assigns the time 
for the coming quarter about two weeks before it begins. 

All applications should be addressed to the Director of 
the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory. Time request forms may 
be obtained from Dr. Alan Ba tten, who is presently the chairman 
of the time allocation committee. 

(1....-----
x . ,"-..:±:5'V\ 1 / j. ,--

~-Si dney van den Bergh 
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A SYNDICATED WEEKLY ASTRONOMY COLUMN 

For some time now, scientists have been distraught at the growth of 
astrology-related materials in newspapers in the United States. Unfor
tunately, there has not been any corresponding increase in the amount of 
clear, reliable science reporting available to newspaper readers. 
Recently , a new series of astronomy and physics articles written by 
scientists has been accepted for national syndication by the Oakland 
Tribune Features Syndicate. 

Called Exploring the Universe, the series is not a routine observing 
guide to the naked-eye sky. Rather, the authors have tried to present 
nontechnical explanations of some of the most exciting concepts and 
discoveries in astronomy. 

Each article is about 500 words long and presents a single idea 
without the use of jargon or mathematics. Each column is written either 
by a research astronomer or science educator. A sampling of titles 
will give you an idea of the flavor of the series: "Weather on the 
Planets", "Ultraviolet Astronomy on Apollo-Soyuz", "Cloud shine and 
Moonshine" (on the discovery of molecular alcohol in interstellar clouds), 
"Mars, A Pressure Cooker in Reverse", "What Comet Kohoutek Taught Us", "The 
Largest Object in the Universe" and "What Were the Atoms in Your Body 
Doing 8 Billion Year s Ago?" 

The project carries the endorsement of the Task Group on Education 
in Astronomy of the American Astronomical Society and the Astronomical 
Society of the Pacific. 

Syndication began in March 1977 with six papers. The assistance of 
interested readers is actively solicited. In particular, you may want to: 

1) Urge the editor of your local newspaper to carry the series. 

a) Many editors will a lready have received the brochure from 
the syndicate. Copies of the brochure can be obtained (by 
editors) from Paul Manolis, Oakland Tribune Features, Inc., 
P.O. Box 24304, Oakland, Ca. 94623 or by calling 415-645-2206, 
collect. 

b) If you would like to know more about the series before 
recommending it, a fact shee t and sample columns are available 
from the address below. 

2) If you feel you have a knack for non-technical writing , try your 
hand at writing columns on subjects not yet covered in the ,series. 
Detailed guidelines are available . 

For more information about the project, please write (including the 
name of your local newspaper and what you are willing to do) to: Andrew 
Fraknoi, c/o The Astronomical Society of the Pacific, 1244 Noriega Street, 
San Francisco, Ca. 94122. 



I.A.D. XVllth General Assembly 

Planning for the next General Assembly of the I.A.D., to be held 
in Montreal in August, 1979, is continuing and some of the details are 
beginning to fall in place. Canadian Pacific and Air Canada have been 
jointly appointed as official airlines, and the appointment of a 
travel agent is being negotiated now. The Royal Bank of Canada will 
act as the bank for the Assembly. 

The English version of the Preliminary Announcement has been pre
pared, and work is proceeding on the French version. We hope to have 
this Announcement printed and ready for distribution early in the New 
Year. 

The I.A.D. Executive is meeting while this is being written, and 
will no doubt decide which of the proposed symposia and co l loquia will 
be held in conjunction with the General Assembly. Altogether six 
Canadian proposals were sent to the Executive, and most of them have 
attracted a good deal of international support. Some other proposals 
have also been made, however, and it is impossible to predict the 
final decision . 

The Canadian National Committee for the I.A.D. will meet in 
Montreal in November, and the Organizing Committee will meet at the 
same time. This will give many Canadian astronomers an opportunity to 
inspect the buildings in which the meetings wil l be held. 

One of the new features planned for this Assembly is computer
assisted registration. We hope to be able to cut down considerably the 
line-ups at the registration desk on the busy first day, and perhaps 
even to carryon registration simultaneously at two different locations 
(on campus and downtown). 

Considerable attention has been given to the social programme, but 
no definite decisions have yet been made. 

We are pleased to report that the Government of Quebec has made a 
substantial grant to the National Organizing Committee, and we record 
with gratitude the promise of grants from both the R.A.S.C. and CASCA. 

A. H. Batten, 
Chairman, National Organizing Committee , 
I.A.D. XVllth General Assembly . 
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NOTES FROM UNIVERSITIES 

UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAr~, SASKATOON 

Recent Honours 

Dr. B.W. Currie, C.C., Professor Emeritus of Physics , was awarded 
an honorary Docto r of Science degree at spring convocation at York University. 
A pioneer in the field of auroral physics, his scientific interests have also 
included meteorology, and other aspects of the physics of the upper atmosphere. 
During his association with the University of Saskatchewan, a period which now 
exceeds fifty years, Dr. Currie has strongly supported the teaching of astron
omy and the provision of astronomical information to the general publ ic. At 
present, he is Canadian coordinator of the International Magnetospheric Study. 

The University of Saskatchewan awarded an honorary Doctor of Science 
degree to Dr. A. G.W. Cameron at spring convocation. Dr. Cameron was the first 
graduate student to receive a Ph.D. from the University of Saskatchewan. This 
award marked the 25th anniversary of his graduation. 

Dr. Cameron is Chairman of the Astronomy Department at Harvard Uni
versity, Associate Director for Planetary Sciences at the Center for Astro
physics and Chairman of the Space Science Board of the National Academy of 
Sciences. He is well known to ast ronomers and physicists across Canada through 
his numerous publications and lectures . 

Travel 

Professor J.E . Kennedy attended the 40th annual meeting of the 
Meteoritical Society held in Cambridge, England, from 25th to 29th July. He 
proceeded to Edinburgh for the XVth International Congress of the History of 
Science, held between the 10th and 19th of August. During the Congress., the 
Organizing Comm i ttee of Commis sion 41 of the tAU on the History of Astronomy 
held a brief meetin g and inv ited Professor Kennedy to attend as an observer. 



QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 

During the past summer the degree of Doct or of Science was awarded 
to Vic Hughes by the University of Manchester. As members of CASCA 
are doubtless aware, this degree is not honorary, and is awarded on the 
basis of published scientific work and of distinction in one's field. 
Vic has become well known as a leader in Canadian astronomy since coming 
to Canada in 1963 to head the astronomy group at Queen's. Prior to 
coming here he was engaged in pioneer work in radio and radar astronomy 
in Britain . 

DuPuy, 
paper. 
June. 

Saint MaryUs University 

Attending the London CAS meeting from Saint MaryUs were 
Forbes, Kilambi, and Mitchell; all presented a paper or joint 

DuPuy presented a paper at the AAS meeting in Atlanta in 

Among the graduate stUdents , Doug Forbes finished his 
M.Sc. degree and will be attending t he University of Victoria this 
fall for work on his Ph.D. Miss Darlene Engli sh leaves on July 27 
for a two week observing run on the Las Campanas telescope. And 
incoming student Steve Morris has arrived to spend the s ummer working 
in the Department . 

The University of Victoria 

New students this year are Doug Forbes and Hironobu Funakawa, both 
from St. Mary's, Peter Dawson from Carleton, and Mike Coates from Perth, 
Australia. Josef Cherniawsky has completed his M.Sc. thesis entitled 
"The Spectrum of Technetium Oxide". Tony Burke has returned from leave. 
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Jeremy Tatum attended the Vingt et Unieme Colloque International d'Astrophysique 
held at l'Institut d'Astrophysique of l'Universit~ de Liege from 2~ to 23 June. 
The subject of the conference was "Laboratory and Astrophysical Spectroscopy 
of Small Molecular Species". The one other CASCA member there was 
Dr. Gerhart Herzberg, who was President of the conference. David Hartwick 
attended lAU Symposium No. 79 on the Large Scale Structure of the Universe. 
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NATO Advanced Study Institute Summer School on 

Infrared Astronomy 

Tom Millar, York University 

From 9-20th July, 1977, I had the good fortune of being able to attend 

this school which was held in Erice, Sicily. About 80 students, drawn from a 

number of countries heard thirteen lecture courses given on various aspects on 

infrared astronomy during this period. 

Because of the enormous amount of material presented, I shall not give 

any detailed information, but shall simply list the topics covered. Anyone 

interested in a particular subject could probably obtain more information by 

writing t o the lecturer concerned, although Riedel hope to publish a book on 

the proceedings before Chris t mas . 

The courses covered were: 

3K Background: Observations 

HII Regions: Observations and Instrumental Techniques 

Physics and Astrophysics of Dust Particles 

Diffuse Far IR Background and IR Spectroscopy 

Star Formation and Related Topics 

Instrumental Techniques 

Cosmological Aspects and Perspectives 

Interstellar Gas 

Review of Future Space Observations 

HII Regions: Theory 

Gal act ic Centre and Extra-Galactic Sources 

Sources i n Molecular Clouds 

Optical Coun te rparts of Extra-Galactic Source s 

P.E. Clegg (London) 

G.G. Fazio (Harvard) 

J.M. Greenberg (Leiden) 

M.O. Harwit (Cornell) 

R.B. Larson (Yale) 

P. Lena (Meudon) 

M. Longair (Cambridge) 

P.G . Mezge r (Bonn) 

A.F.M. Moorwood (ESA) 

N. Panagia (Bologna) 

G.H. Rieke (Arizona) 

P.M. Solomon (Stony Brook) 

M. Tarenghi (Milan) 

As well as t he lectures several seminars were also given inc luding 

some shock induced star formation (B.G. Elmegreen), interstellar dus t 

(Greenberg and myself) and the giant plane ts (Th. Encrenaz and Rieke) . 

It wasn't all hard work though and we had s ome time off to enjoy the 

magnifi cent scenery - Er ice sits atop a 2000 ft. mountain - to visit Greek 

ruins at Agrigento, Selanunte and Segesta and to do some sunbathing. 



CANADIAN ASTRONOMY 

THE 80-120 GHz COOLED MIXER RECEIVER ON THE UBC MM WAVE TELESCOPE 

W.L.H. Shuter, W.H. McCutcheon, P.C. Gregory and C. Chan 

Department of Physics , University of Br itish Columbia, Vancouver V6T lW5 

Introduction 

In 1970 UBC was awarded a negotiated development grant by NRC 

and one of the projects envisaged was to develop a mm wave telescope. A 

15' diameter telescope was built for us by the Andrew Company of Whitby, 

Ontario and was installed on the UBC campus in November 1971. A descrip

tion of this instrument as of 1974 can be found in the R.A.S.C. Journal, 

Volume 68, 1974. In 1971 the 1-0 rotational transition of CO at a wave

length of 2.6 mm was discovered by the Bell Labs radio astronomy group , 

and one of them, Keith Jefferts, persuaded us that our telescope 

could be of major importance in studies of galactic CO. Unfortunately, 

development of a suitable receiver proved difficult and we eventually 

decided that the front end should be manufactured by an expert in re

ceiver design. In 1975 we were awarded a major equipment grant by NRC 

for the deve lopment of a cooled mixer receiver f or s tudying the spectral 

lines of CO and its isotopes, and placed a contract with Jochen Edrich 

of Com-Labs Inc., Denver, for the development of this receiver. The 

acceptance tests of this receiver were held in Denver in May 1977 and 

the receiver arrived in Vancouver early in June. After reproducing the 

performance of the receiver in our laboratories it was installed on ~he 

telescope in July and the first astronomical observations of CO were 

made with it in August. Observations of the J = 1~0 transition of 

12C 160 atl15. 27 l GHz made both with an uncooled r ece iver at UBC in 1975 

and with the new cooled receiver are shown in the figure. 

11 
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The J = 1-0 rota tional spectrum of 12C160 observed ,,,ith t he UBC mm wa ve 
t elescope. I ntegration times are shown. Bottom spectrum was obtain e d with 
t h e new cooled mixer receiver. 
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System Parameters 

The receiver has the following specifications: 

1. Noise Temperature 

2. Operating temperature 

3. Bandwidth 

4. Tuning Range 

5. Method of switching 

6. Switch frequen cy 

7. Spectrometers available 

350-400 K (double-sideband) 

20 K (produced by closed cycle refrigerator) 

500 MHz 

100-116 GHz (limited by klystron). With 

additional klystrons the frequency range 

could be extended from 70-118 GHz. 

(a) chopping wheel 

(b) frequency switch of 8 MHz to be added 

before Spring 1978 

'\..50 Hz 

(a) 112 channel 1 MHz bandwidth 2 pole 

filters 

(b) 64 channel 25 0 KHz bandwidth 4 pole 

fil ters 

The most important telescope specificat ions are the following: 

1. Antenna diameter 

2 . Cassegrain optics 

3. Pointing accuracy 

4. Surface errors 

5. Measured antenna efficiency 

(115 GHz) 

6. Zenith atmospheric attenuation 

(115 GHz) 

7. La titude 

8. Beamwidth 

4 .5 7 m 

f/D = 0 .33 

+0.015° 

nominal +0.005 " r.m.s. We have reason 

to believe that these have been some

what degraded by the installation pro

cedure. 

'\..50% for ext ended sources 

not known for point s ources 

Typically 2. 3 db on a clear day 

49°16' N 

l' per mm of wavelength e . g. at the 

frequency of the J = l~O transition of 

CO, A 

width 

2.6 mm and telescope beam-

2.6' . 
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Data Handling 

The data from the spectrometers are transferred every 10 seconds 

to one of the 4 quarters of memory of a Fabri tek signal averager, and pro

cesses like subtracting reference spectra can be carried out on line. 

Final spectra are transferred to the memory of a Nova 1200 computer, and out

putted on paper tape. Data on paper tape can be transferred to 9 track mag

netic tape at t he DBC computer centre. 

Astronomy Software Package 

We have a comprehensive astronomy sof tware package fo r our Nova 

1200 computer written by a former Ph.D. student, M.J. Mahoney. This allows 

us to program the pointing of the telescope, to carry out preliminary data 

analysis, to calcula te astronomical parameters commonly used in observing 

such as precession, conversion between galactic and equatorial coordinates, 

calculations of t he local standard of rest, pointing calibrations etc. 

In House Observing Program 

Two major projects will be carried out by us, and we expect them 

to occupy a substantial portion of the availab le observing t ime of the 

telescope. These are: 

1. galact ic plane survey (in collaboration with W.B. Burton, NRAO) 

2. s pectral line search program (in collaboration with R. M. Lees, UNB) 

Because these will be very lengthy programs we plan to carry out 

pilot surveys in which we will map a small pi ece of the galactic plane, 

and search for new spectral lines over say I GHz of t he r eceiver band in 

order to optimise our observing and data handling procedures. 

Guest Observers 

~Thile ~le have had a number of enquiries from po t ential guest 

observer s we have no t as yet been able t o formulate a clea r cut policy on 

how to deal with this ques tion . We regard the use of our telescope by 

gues ts aa desirable provided their programs do not conflict with ours , but 

we do not have the manpmver t o lntroduce them to the intricacies of our 



system, or to provide them with assistance in observing. We believe that 

this problem could be solved if we had the funds to hire an observing assis

tant whose primary function would be to assist guest observers, but who could 

do the same for us as required. If the telescope operation continues to go 

smoothly through 1978, and if we have sufficient demand on the use of the 

telescope by guest observers, we intend to attempt to get funds for such 

an assistant. In the meantime potential guest observers are requested to 

contact W. Shuter (604-228-4 269 or 228-3853) in order to discuss their 

proposed programs, and we will do whatever we can to accomodate them. 

Acknowledgments 

We wish to acknowledge genero us financial support from the National 

Research Council of Canada, and the University of British Columbia. 
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Interference from Satellites 

Beginning in May 1976, the synthesis telescope and the 25. 6 m 

dish at Penticton have experienced serious interference from 

satellite transmitte rs broadcasting just above the radio astronomy 

band at 1 420-1427 MHz. The satellite3 are evidently contro lled by 

the U.S. Navy and their use of these frequencies is a contentious 

matter which has sparked considerable debate about the lega l and 

moral right of one rountry to use frequencie s for satellite 

transmi ssions which are in derogation of the lTU Table of 

Frequency Allocations. (Science 195, p. 932, '197 7 aWl 197, p. 822, 

1977. ) 
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INTRODUCTION 

Jean-Rene Roy and Dale Russell 

Mankind is aware of the existence of many phenom ena wllich are beyond its 

present understanding. Among these are the great extinct i ons in which the 

dinosaurs were eliminated, during the relatively brief tr ans ition between the 

Cretaceous and Tertiary Periods some 65 million years ago. Th,e en vi ronmental 

changes which brought about these extinctions are of particular interest to 

this group, hence the derivation of the acronym K-T EC from Cretaceous*

Tertiary Environmental Change. Our interest is perhaps motiva ted by a latent 

fear of the recurrence of such major changes in the Earth's biosphere . Could 

the Earth undergo similar extinctions tomorrow? Could mankind trigger a chai n 

of irreversiGle changes leading to biological catastrophy? 

We have noted many difficulties and intrin s ic contradictions in searching 

for plausible chains of terrestri a l events which would lead to extinctions on 

the scale of those which occurred at the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary. But 

the Earth occurs in a cosmic environment; its weather sy s tems for example are 

powered from an extraterrestrial source, the Sun . Perhap s the Gord ian Knot 

can be unraveled by seeking the culprit beyond the Earth. 

Thus some justification exists for paleobio lo gists and sp ac e s cientists to 

seek each others' assistance. Probin g space and time on a cosmic s cale 

appears extremely attrac tive a s it leaves specu lation s unfettered by large 

bodies of established fact. Neverthe les s eve n th e s ca l e of our wildes t 

speculations is restrict ed by our limite d poin t of viel,'. The extinctions took 

place 6.5 x 107years ago; our lifetime spans 6.~ x lOlyears. Were we to 

journey to the uttermost ends of the Ear th we coul d hard l y be more than 

6. 5 x 10 - 10 parsecs from home (1 parsec = 3 . 26 light years 3 . 0857 x 101 8cm ). 

The bio sphe r e is complex, amply challenging the intel1i g8 J1Ce and imagi nation 

of 10 5 - 106 i ndi vidua ls aro und the globe. Fewe r than 10' ind ividuals have 

conc erned thems el ves I,i th the fossil residues of organisms which Ivere living 

*The geological symbol for the Cretaceous is K 



in the vicinity of 6.5 x l07years ago to the extent of writing papers about 

them. Yet there is l i t tle reason t o suspect that planetary ecosystems were 

orders of magnitude simpler than today. 

During the last 4 x l08years, the biosphere has prospered over virtua l ly 

the entire surface of the planet. The sedimentary record on both land and in 

the sea has been and continues to be profoundly affected by life processes. 

Thus if an extraterrestrial event did badly damage the biosphere, an 

unbalanced biosphere would in turn genera te a series of changes in the 

sedimentary record. We would then be confronted with the extraordinarily 

confusing task of separating tertiary, seco ndary and primary effects of a 

single source of environmental stre s s. And the possibility of a catastrophy 

of s trictly terrestrial origin cannot be excluded. 

So it has been with both arrogance and humility that we have addressed 

ourselves to our task. 

A tota l of ten oral presentation s were made during the course of what we 

hope has been the first of a series of K-TEC workshops, held in Ottawa on 

November 16 and 17, 1976. These presentations have been developed further 

in the papers that follow, most of ~hich have an annotated bibliography. 

What does the paleontological r ecord contain of that time 6.5 x l07million 

years ago, which has perplexed so many paleobiologists? A summary synthesi s 

of the paleontological data is at te~pted by Dale Russell, who concludes that 

a ca s e can be made for a catastrophic extinction event at the end of 

Cretaceous time . Unfortunately, organisms react to a number of different 

stresses in the same way - by dying - and extrabiological evidence must be 

so ugh t. Is there a mechanism by which dinosaurs could have become extinct 

through changes in the struct ure of t e r res trial ecosystems? Pierre Beland 

notes that dinosaurian communities were generall y simila r to those of large 

African mammals, a nd explores "the deleterious effects of large vertebrates 

upon vegetation. He concluc.les that the t erminal Cre taceous environmental 

changes were too profound and too far-reach ing to all be explai ned by 

terrestrial vertebrate- vege t a ti on relationships. 
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Turning to the microfossil evidence, David Jarzen reviews the record of 

pollen from flowering plants across the Cretaceous-Te rtiary boundary in 

North America. Extinctions on a generic and specific level did occur, but 

they were by no means as drastic as those which decimated the large reptiles, 

and there is no evidence of a sharp and enduring cooling at the time of the 

extinctions. In contrast Geoffrey Norris finds that the abundance of 

proximate cysts of marine planktonic algae, called dinoflagellates, is 

suggestive of a cooling of ocean waters in Alabama. He succinctly summar izes 

the detrimental effects of change s in sea levels and the carbon chemistry of 

the oceans to planetary environments on a global scale. Melan i ns serve to 

protect organisms from desiccation and harmful radiations. Kris Pirozynski 

notes that most fungi adapted to expo se d environments contain unusual amounts 

of melanin, and that highly melanized spores of sac fungi are in turn 

unusually abundan t in sediments of basa l Tertiary age . These dat a s hould be 

considered in models which seek to account for the terminal Cretaceous 

extinctions. 

The Earth's magnetosphere can chan ge its polarity within less than a 

thousand yea rs , and polarity reversals provide time horizons by which widely 

separated successions of se diment a r y rock can be accurately compared. John 

Foster discusses t hes e techniques, as we ll as the po ssibl e role of the Earth 's 

magnetic fi e ld in climate, as a shield against extraterrestrial radia tion and 

as an environmental paramet e r upon which terrestrial organi sms depend . 

We know the Sun as a source o f clle-:g;,' and life. Its magnetic activity can 

produce complex int erac tions which trigge r the mos t violent blast of energy 

within the so lar system - the solar f l are . The as so ciated fla sh o f UV 

radiation and X rays and the showers of energe ti c pa rt icles on Earth modify 

the s truc tu re and composition of our atmosphere. George Reid describes the 

physics and chemistry of the atmospher ic changes induced by large particle 

events from the Sun (o r from a nea rb y supernova) , and examines some envi ron

men tal consequences of the depletion of thc ozone layer. 

" Nothing changes under the Sun " mus t now be quali fie d. Our knowledge of 



the Sun is fl awe d by our inability to acc ount for critical observations 

relating to solar processes. As s~mmarized by Jean-Rene Roy, observational 

and theoretical limitations are not inconsistent with a 10% variati on in solar 

luminosity over periods longer than 2 x 104years. Spectacular fluctuations 

of solar activity during the past few thousand years are discussed, as is the 

probability of solar flares one thousand times more energetic than the most 

powerful even ts so far observed. 

Modern astrophysics describes a supernova as the e xp lo sion of a star which 

has exhausted its nuclear fuel; its core collapses under the force of gravity 

and the implosion suddenly liberates more energy than that available through 

thermonuclear processes. After describing the composition of normal cosmic 

r ad iation, Wallace Tucker uses the best available data to estimate the 

consequences of a supe rnova e xplo sion occurring in the vicinity of the solar 

system, and presents observational and theoretical limi ts regarding the 

occurrence of a ne arby supe rnova event. 

Remnants of anci ent supernovae can be identified in the ga lactic neighbour

hood of the Sun by large rings of mo ving gas and magnetic fields, radiating 

X rays, light and r ad io waves. From r adioas tro nomical and cosmochronological 

evidence Paul Feldman cri tically appraises the clues left behind by pulsars 

and supernova remnants. 

Following the papers is a condensation of the di scussions which took place 

during the meeting, arranged under f ive head ings: the geosphe r e, the biosphere, 

the atmosphe re and hydrosphere, the photi c sphere, and the cosmosphere. These 

have been include d because they conta in material pertaining to the question of 

the extinctions which was less well developed within the individual 

presentations. It is r eg rettable that there were no participants presen t who 

could have commented i n de pth on factors relating to radiation biology, 

oceanic chemistry, and the environmental effects of volcanism. Hopefuliy 

the se om issions will be fille d in future workshops. 

We conclude the proce edings by describing two scenarios presented in the 

fo rm of flow diagrams of possible cha ins of even ts . These scenarios were 
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prepared by P. Beland, Jean-Rene Roy and Dale Russell from the general ideas 

discussed during and after the K-TEC workshop . We are aware of the 

complexity of th e problem and realize that some boxes of the diagrams hide 

complex sequen ces of non-linear interactions. Therefore, we present these 

scenari os as suggestions for areas of investigation and not as a summary of 

the workshop or of th e papers contributed. 

We belie ve that this workshop was an extremely fruitful experience. Each 

of us was obliged to communicate clearly with researchers in other fields who 

are also working on esoteric problems, and using methods which we were barely 

aware of. Because of this approach it was hardly possible to hide behind the 

prote ctive barriers of a specialized jargo n and methodology. We hope that the 

proceedings will convey something of our enthusiasm for this approach and 

prove the usefulne s s, if not the necessity, of such a strategy in studying 

environmental problems. 



INTERSTELLAR BLUING ? 

David Turner, Laurentian University 

One of the current major areas of controversy in the study of 
interstellar matter concerns the possible value of R = AV/EB-V ' 
the ratio of total to selective extinction. Although most workers 
in the field would agree that it is safe to adopt a value of R in 
the range 3.0 to 3.3 for most applications, there is still some 
disagreement regarding the existence of regions of anomalously 
large R value. What I would like to report upon here, however, 1S 

the case of a region of anomalously small R value. 

The simplest method of determining R in the Galaxy is by the 
variable-extinction technique. From the relation for distance 
modulus, it is straightforward to derive the equation: 

v - Mv = constant + R x EB- V 

from which, using estimates of apparent distance modulus, V-Mv ' 
and colour excess, EB- V ' one can derive R for a group of stars 
located at a common distance, i.e. star clusters and associations. 
The trick, of course, is that the cluster or association members 
must suffer from differential reddening in order that the baseline 
in EB-V is large enough for a statistically-significant estimate 
of R to be made. According to recent studies (for example, A.J. 
81, 1125, 1976.), however, thi s is surprisingly not a major 
obstacle for most galactic clus"ters. 

It is sometimes stated in Astronomy textbooks that a variation 
of this method is also useful. Sharpless (in Basic Astronomical 
Data, p. 230.), for example, notes that it is possible in many 
cases for a subgroup of stars of the same spectral type and lumi
nosity class to be found in large associations , in which case the 
above equation simplifies to: 

v = cons tant + R x (B- V) 

This relation can also be used to estimate R, and it has the added 
advantage of requiring no knowledge of the intrinsic colours or 
luminosities of the stars being used. 

The most in"teresting application of this last technique that 
I have encountered is that for the cluster NGC 744. Hoag and 
Applequist (Ap.J .Supp1. ~, 215, 1965.), in their spectroscopic 
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study of several galactic clusters, found four stars in NGC 744 of 
spectral type AO V. A plot of V magnitude versus B-V colour for 
these four stars is given in the accompanying figure. The scatter 
in the data points is remarkably small, and an application of the 
last equation leads us to a best estimate of R = -4.1 +0.2 p.e. ! 
To my knowledge, this is the only negative value of R ever found. 

Those of us who are theoretically inclined might puzzle over 
this result, and attempt to find a new property of the interstellar 
medium to account for it. However, this would all be in vain, 
since the value of R = -4 .1 estimated above is completely spurious. 
A more complete variable-extinction analysis for NGC 744 has been 
given in A.J. 81, 1125, 1976, and a much improved estimate of R 
for this cluster (based on data for 22 stars) is the more conven
tional value of 3.2 +0.2 p.e. The value of R estimated from the 
AO V stars is thus more than 20 standard deviations from the more 
conventional result. 

The error in this case has resulted from the assumption that 
the spectral classifications of Hoag and Applequist are flawless, 
and also from the application of statistical methods to a small 
sample of stars. It is unfortunate that we are often forced to 
deal with small sample statistics in Astronomy. Perhaps we could 
use more results of the type illustrated here, however, to remind 
us just how far from the truth our own results can be . 

IO.5~------~------~--~~ 
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R=-4.1 ±O.2 
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